Regional and international attention for your brand

Be part of it!

What is it about?
From 2nd to 6th of October 2019, the Sportpark Rabenberg (Erzgebirge) hosts the event centre for the World Cup final of the elite, the Masters
World Championships, as well as the Youth and Junior European Championships in Mountain Bike Orienteering (MTBO). We expect 500
participants from 25 nations, in a wide age range. Additionally, numerous spectators will follow the event live (Johanngeorgenstadt, Breitenbrunn,
Oberwiesenthal), through the internet (reports and GPS live tracking), or using social media.

What do we offer you?

Regional and international platform for
your advertisement

Engagement in a performance oriented
and nature related sport

Image improvement as supporter of an
international sport event

You reach dedicated and emotional
cyclists and orienteers of every age

Your presence in the event
We like to pay you full attention for one day, having you as the title sponsor of the day. During this full day, your company is in the focus while the
sponsors of the other days still can present themselves in the arena and in the media. Your presence before, during, and after the event is secured.

Our planned activities presenting you
Long term prior the event (2018/2019)
Web page
Bulletin 1
Social Media
Posters at competions

Short term prior the event (06/2019-10/2019)
Web page

During the event (10/2019)

Bulletin 2 + 3

Titel sponsor of the day

Advertisment
- Start number
Beermats in beer
Press
reports
- Map / GPS tracking
gardens & restaurants
Social
Media
in the region
- Prize giving ceremony
Posters in the region

Banner / Booth / Flags

After the event
Photos

Videos
Social Media
Reviews from the year

in the Event Centre
Material in the starter package
Photos / Video of the day
- Social Media
- Press (i.e. regional news paper,
web page of Bund Dt. Radfahrer)
- Possibly one day MDR TV
and Czech TV

Your brand is present over a long period within the different channels

You became interested?
Be part of it! Become a title sponsor for one competition day for 2000 Euro.

We are looking forward to your questions, wishes, and ideas. Please contact:
Dr. Anke Dannowski
Event director
+49 176 205 305 75
sponsoring@mtbo-deutschland.de

http://2019.mtbo-deutschland.de

https://www.facebook.com/events/858138804356064/

Our program

Age:

Elite
Worldcup
21-39+ years

Youth and Junior
European Champs
15-20 years

Masters
World Champs
40-80+ years

02.10.2019
03.10.2019
04.10.2019
05.10.2019
06.10.2019

Model event
Model event
Long distance
Mixed relay
Sprint

Model event
Middle distance
Long distance
Relay
Sprint

Model event
Middle distance
Long distance
Mass start
Sprint

Public races each day.

What is MTBO?
In MTBO you ride equipped with a bike, a map and a compass as fast as possible a
course in unknown terrain. You have to reach control points along the course, while
you chose your own optimal route to reach them.
GPS tracking from Sprint at MTBO World Championships, Vilnius 2017:
http://sportrec.eu/ui/#1cor131
Interactive map with GPS tracking - here your logo can be present

